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Robust estimation of parameters may be obtained via stochastic approximation algorithms. 
This paper deals with the properties of a recursive estimator of a location parameter in a stationary 
strongly regular process. Adaptive estimators of particular interest are also studied. 




Let {F,,} be a stationary process and let the process {y,,} be defined through 
)111 = 0 + En, (1.1) 
where 8 is an unknown location parameter. Huber [7] proposed as a robust estimator 
of 8 the M-estimator, T,,, which is defined as a solution of 
where r/, is a suitably chosen function. 
In real time situations, where the estimate is updated when new observations 
are obtained, it may be preferable trr use a recursive estimator. Martin and Masrelizz 
[8] pointed out the possibility of conctructing rc cursive M-estimators using stochastic 
approximation methods. The known results for these procedures can be used rather 
straightforwardly to study the asymptoti: properties of recursive M-estimators in 
the case when the E,*‘s are independent; see e.g. Poljak and Tsypkin [lo]. 
The behaviour of these algorithms in the nonindependent case is less known. In 
Holst [6] the asymptotic properties of the following recursive estimator of H is 
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studied: 
-x,, = _I,, 1 +It--‘tio’,, --.I-,, I), x0 arbitrary and finite, 
where the sequence {y,,} is stationary and m-dependent. The function I) is assumed 
to be bounded and nondecreasing. 
It would however be desirable to generalize the condition on m-dependence to 
a weaker condition of a mixing type. A mixing condition that lately has been used 
in the analysis of stochastic approximation procedures is 4 -mixing; see e.g. Ruppert 
[ 111 or Renveniste, Goursat and Ruget [l]. Unfortunately this is a 
restrictive condition excluding many processes of practical interest, e.g. Gaussian 
autoregressive proc&ses. In fact the innovations must be bounded if an autoregres- 
sive process shlall satisfy a d-mixing condition, see Gastwirtb and Rubin [S]. 
In Campbell [4] the assumption of strong regularity (defined below) is proposed 
as a suitable mixing condition for the analysis of 
algorithms. 
stochastic approximation 
Defirsition. Let ( Y,,} * r” be a strictly stationary process 
let .fi: be the sub-cr- algebra of :ti deti=rmined by { Y,,, 
regular if lim,, + x @ hz ) = 0, where 
prfz I = E Var @(A ~.A”‘, ) --Y(A)) . 
.I . Ii,;, ), 1 
defined on (0, 2!,:9 ), and 
s 5: n S t). { Y,,) is strongly 
(Var.,\. &,;, . , @(A f .Y?“‘, I - 9~9, )I is the total variation of the signed measure 
.Pr * .,“‘, I .Pl - 1 restricted to the sub-cr-algebra .&, + ,,A 
The assumption of strong regularity is sufhcient to provide estimates of certain 
important moments (cf. Lemma Xl), yet it is weak enough to be satisfied by many 
processes of interest. A short review of known results about strong regularity is 
given in Campbell [“al. Earlier references are Volkonskii and Rozanov [ 14, 1 S] and 
Gastwirtlh and Rubin [5]. In these papers it is proved that wide classes of Markov 
processes and stationary Gaussian processes are strongly qular. In particular, 
Gastwirth and Ruhin [5] and Campbell [3] show that autorepressive processes of 
fiilitc order with normal, Lap!ace or Cauchy innovation; are strongly regular. 
Furthermore, for stationary processes, it is known that 2n (II ) s p 01 I :T 24 (tl ), where 
(3 ~rl ) is the strong mixing coeficient and &rl ) the cfr-mixir,g coefficient. 
In this paper we study the algorithm 
x,, = X” 1 +n 'a,,'cli(y,, --x,, ,I. s,, arbitraip and iinitc, (1.2) 
whcrc (J*,~}; is supposed to be strictly stationary and strongly regular. For the 
:In;ilvci!; vs assumt’ that (1 and I!*,,} satisfy some further regularity conditions. These 
;trc _gi\en in Scctiorl 2. In Section 3 we consider some fairly weak restrictions on 
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the behaviour of the possibly random sequence {u,~} and show that they are sufficient 
to ensure that x, -+ 6 a.s. Minimal asymptotic variance is obtained for the recursive 
estimator if the sequence (a,,} is chosen as a, = --f’(O), where the function f( l ) is 
the expectation of +(Q - .) (cf. Chapter 7.5 of Nevel’son and Has’minskii [93. 
But j”(0) is in general an unknown parameter and has tc be estimated recursively 
from the observations. In Section 4 we specialize the results of Section 3 to two 
different sequences {a,,}, which approximate -f’(O). We prove that they both 
converge to -f’(O) and lead to algorithms for which x,* -+ 8 a.s. 
The case a,, = 1 is briefly discussed in Section 5. Using a representation theorem 
by Ruppert [ 1 l] we give conditions for an almost sure approximatioir of n “‘(x,, - 8 ). 
2. Regularity assumptions 
Consider the recursiveestimatordefined by (1.2) and (1.1). Letf(x j = E($(F,, -x)) 
and define ZF,, = S(r I) 12, . . . , en), the o-algebra generated by ~1, ~2,. . . , E‘,. In the 
following S is a constant, 0~5 < $, and the conditions are phrased in terms of the 
exisience of a. sequence {m(n )}, which throughout the paper is assumed to be 
increasing, integer valued and such that 













following assumptions aYe made: 
4 is bounded, i.e, I$(.u )I 5 K for all values of x and some constant K. 
rl/ is nr,rkcreasing. 
f‘(O)-liandf(k.)#Ofor.~#O. 
f is Lipschrtz-continuous, i.e. If( x1) --f(.u,)j 5 M/x, -x2/ for all values of x1 
and some positive constant M. 
{F,,) is a stationary strongly regular process. 
(I,, is 9QneasurabTe and uniformly bounded from below, i.e. u,, 2 p for ah 
of n and some constant p > 0. 
-. Xl ‘, .I511 1 1 
&I 1 I Ia, --a, f?l1\1 I< a~ as., where HZ ( - ) is the same sequence as in A9 
There exists a sequence {IZI!~~~ 1) such that 
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where pl- ) is the strong regularity coeflicient defined in Section 1. 
Remark. Condition A9 is involved, but after some calculations it is possible to see 
that if 6 = 0 and if pli (j) = [j/ln4j] for large values of j then A9(a)-(cl arg satisfied 
and A9(d) then surely holds if p(k) = O((log k)-‘-@) for some constant B >O. 
Further, if 8 >O and if m(j) = [j’-“/ln4j] for large values of j then A9(a) and (b) 
are satisfied and A9(c) and (d) hold if, for some constant p > 0, @ (k! = O(k -‘I and 
ii < min($, @/( 1 +p)). Hence A9 for 6 = 0 and A9 for 6 > 0 can be replaced by the 
following less complicated but more restrictive A9’ and A9”: 
A9’. /%k ) = O((log k) -’ ’ I for some constant fi > 0. 
A9”. P(k) = O(k “) and S Cmin(& p/(1 +fl)) for some constant p >O. 
Since it is known that a wide class of Markov processes has a strong regularity 
coefficient, which is exponentially decreasing, see Volkonskii and Rozanov [14], 
A9’ and A9” are quite reasonable conditions. 
Some more comments on the assumptions may be useful. It follows from Al 
and A2 that f is bounded and nonincreasing. A smoothness condition which often 
is used in Lipschitz-continuity of the function $, cf. Benveniste. Goursat and Ruget 
111. Note that A4 allows t,& * I to be discontinuous if the distribution of E, is suitable. 
As a simple example take &xl = sign(x 1. Then we have f(x I= 1 - 2F(x) if E,, has 
a continuous distribution F and A4 is thus satisfied if F is Lipschitz-continuous. 
It is possible to generalize A6 and instead of a constant fi introduce a seqeunce 
cc,, 4 0 as H t 00. For simplicity this is not done here. It is obvious that if A9 is 
satisfied for some 8 = ci,, then A9 also holds for all values of S <So. 
It is clearly no restriction to assume that 8 - 0 when studying convergence of 
the algorithm and in the proofs we will analyze the algorithm 
In 
3 . . 
x,, = .Y,, I +rz ‘&,‘~~(FP, -s,, I), xl1 arbitrary and finite. (2.1) 
the proofs L* denotes a positve constant whose value may change from line to line. 
Convergence with probability one 
i3.2 I 
r3.3, 
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and 
TN =fk* n*,n,) -f(X,, 1). 
309 
(3.4) 
It follows from (3.1) that 
X,1 - i j~~'tZ~'f(.Xj 1) 
;=1 
=x0+ i j-‘a;’ 
Vjf i j-'@i'Zj+ i je'aje'T,. (3.5) 
j-1 j=l j -7 1 
We will first show that Cl=, j -‘u,Y’ I/i, c:‘= 1 j -‘u I ‘2, and x;== ’ j ‘CI j-’ Tj converge 
w.p. 1 as IZ -+ a. Then it follows from (3.5) that {x, --Cy_’ j nj ‘,/‘(.A-, I)} converges 
w.p. 1 and under suitable conditions on the function f and the sequence {a,,} we 
can prove that x,, + 0 w.p. 1 This is organized in the following way. Lemma :\. 1 
gives an estimate of 
for i <j based on the assumption of strong regularity OF the process (F,,). The result 
of Lemma 3.1 is used to give bounds for lE( VlVj)I (Lemma 3.3) and ElZj/. Lemma 
3.4 gives a condition for convergence of FFZ:i” %I~ Vi. In Lemmas 3.2, 3.5 and 
3.6 it is proved that CT=, j’-‘&‘Z,, 1’: 1 1 a, ’ Vj and I)“_ 1 j” -‘a, ‘c converge 
w.p. 1. Finaily for algorithm (1.2), Theorem 3.1 gives that x,, + 0 w.p. 1. 
Lemma 3.1. If Al, A2, A4, A5 and A6 hold tlwn, for some positkc constant a, 
EIE($(F, -x, ,)i~,)-ff‘(x,)/~C1(In(.j/ij+p(i--i)) fori<j. 
Proof. Iteration of algorithm (2.1) gives 
where, by Al and A6, 
I 1 
1 k ‘ah’J/kh --xk ,) 5: Kp ’ ‘1’ k ‘SC intj/ir. (3.6) 
k 1’1 h 1tl 
IJsing A2 and A4 we get 
+f(s, - c In(j/i)) -f Lx,) 
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and in the same way 
E(+(Ej--Xj -I)JS~)-f(Xi)aH2(j, i)-C ln(j/i) 
where Hz is defined analogously to H1. Now it follows from Al and Campbell [4, 
proof of Proposition 3.31 that EIHl(j, i)l and EIH2( j, i)l both are bounded by 
Kp!j - i) and the lemma follows. Cl 
Remark. For the case i = j -m (j) we get the following estimate: 
~lGi4htjl(j -m(j)))+P(m(j))]. (3.7) 
Lemma 3.2. If Al, A2, A4, Afi, A6 md A9” (or, less mtricticel~, A9(b md (d)) 
hold tim 
converges almost surely. 
Proof. The result follows from 1,3.7) and A9(b) and (d), since we have 
which by Beppo Levi’s theorem proves that x,“ , j” ‘II, ’ lZ,I converges almost 
surely. L-j 
It follows from Al that k’, is bounded; I\,‘,1 s-L, say. By definition E( \‘$‘,I = 0 
for i c j - m(j). Based on the strong regularity property w have the following 
estimate for j - 1~1 ( i) c: i CL i. 
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where, by Lemma 3.1, A4 and (3.6), 
EIEt Vj )%)I =EIE(+(Ej - Kj-l)l@i)-f(Xi) + f(Xi)-f(Xj 
+f(xj-rnfj))-E(CCI(&j -Xj--1)l~j-.--mij))l 
5 EIE(rL(&j -Xi-- *II%) -f<xi)l + Elf(Xi) -f(Xj -m( j))I 
311 
+EIE(rG,(Ej --Xj -l)lgj-*( j)) -f(Xj-m(j))1 
=z c{ln(j/i) +@(j -i) + ln(i/(j -m Cj))) 
+ W/(i - m (j))) + P (m Ci))} 
Hence the lemma is proved. Cl 
The random variables Vi and Vi are orthogonal for i <j - m(j). ii is possible to 
use Theorem 2.4.2 in Stout [12] to get a sufficient condition for convergence of 
r” -8 1 -1 
L-rj=iI aj Vja (This theorem is based on Serfling’s generalization of the funda- 
mental maximal inequality for orthogonal random variables.) 
Lemma 3.4. If Al, A6 arzd A7 boll and if 
tlm 
Proof. 
i j" ‘ai“\/, corwerges almost surely. 
1-I 
By Al and A7 it follows that 
L j” ‘l(a; ’ ---a , l,,I,i,)V,j~L s j" ‘la, ’ --aj ‘,,l,,J<~s 
/ -1 3 I 
Thus it is enough to prove that ‘j$, j” ‘a , Iv, ,!V, converges almost surely. 
With the notation of Stout [ 121 we choose rhe functionals g ar,d II in the ftillowing 
way: 
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for all 1 s k < k + m and a * 0, and the inequalities (2.4.1) and (2.4.5) of the cited 
reference are satisfied. We also have h (Fa,,) Mn”(a + l)g(E&), establishing (2.4.7). 
Inequality (2.4.2) is also fulfilled because of the orthogonality of Vi and Vj for 
i s j - m(j). It remains to demonstrate that 12 (F,,,,) < 00 for all n 2 1 and a 2 0. But 
h (F,,.” 1 s MJp )? ;“, i2” -? In” i 




The first sum of (3.8) is trivially convergent and the second by the condition of the 
lemma. El 
Lemma 3.5. If Al, A2, A4, AS, A6, A7 and A9” (or, l~xs restrictively, A9(a) lrnd 
IC) ) hold their 
* . .li 1 
2J Cl, ’ v, 
1 1 
Proof. 
From Lemma 3.3 follows that 
w that in order to apply Lemma 3.4 we only have to prove that 
and 
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The convergence of (i) and (ii) are guaranteed by A9(a) and Cc). The calculations 
are quite trivial but given for completeness : 
(i) For6 ~0 we get 
c i”-‘js-’ ln(j/(j -m(j))) ln2j 
j-m(j)<i<j 
j21 
SC c j”S-2 m(j) ln(j/(j - m (j))) In’ j 
j31 
Sc x j2”-3m2(j) In’j<cO 
andfor6=0 
c i-‘j-’ ln(j/(j -m(j))) ln2j 
j -m( j)CiCj 
jzl 
SC C j-’ ln’j ln*(j/j-m(j)) 
jl--i 
(ii) 
= c (j-k)‘-lj’ ‘fl(k)ln’j 
oc kCWl(!) 
I- ‘-1 
Lemma 3.6. If Al, A4, A6 and A9( b) hold then 
E j” ‘a, ‘Ti 
j =I 
converges almost surely. 
Proof. The convergence follows easily since by t.3.6) 
The proof of Theorem 3.3 below is now only a slight variation of the techniqui 
that Blum [2] uses for the Rlobbins-%fonro procedure. 
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Theorem 3.1. Let {x,) be generated by the algorithm (1.2). If Al-A6, A8, A7 for 
6 = 0 with m(j) = [j/in” j] for large values of j and A9’ (or, less restrictively, A7 for 
8 = 0 and A9 for S = 0) hold then 
x,-+8 almost surely as n -j 00. 
Proof. We obtain from (3.5) and Lemmas 3.2, 3.5 and 3.6 for S = 0 that 
1 x,, - i j ‘a,-‘f(xi 1) I converges almost surely. ; =l (3.9) 
As in Blum [2) it follows that P(x,* + *a) = 0. Next we suppose that {x,,) does not 
converg:.:. Then there exists a set of sample sequences of positive probability such that 
ia) x,, -xyT1 j ‘ai *f(_q 1) converges to a finite number, 
(b) lim inf xn < lim sup x,,. 
Suppose that lim sup x, > 0 and choose numbers a > 0 and b satisfying 
lim inf x,, <: a < b < lim sup s,*. 
(The case lim sup x,, 5 0 can be handled by a similar argument.) Now we choose 
N 22K-/J ‘th --n) ’ and then we take n and k, IZ > k 2 N, such that 
I .Y,, -A-& - i j ‘a, If(x; -1) s ;(b -u ) a I k&l 
and 
.\ ,, :> h, -t-k < 0, u 5xX, e, forj=k+l,...,/z--1. (3.10) 
Then, as //‘cx )I ‘I- K and f(.r ) < 0 for s > 0, 
Rut this contradicts (3.10) and hence {x,,) converges almost surely. From (3.9), A3 
and A8 it then follows that A-,, -+ 0 w.p. 1 and the theorem is proved, a 
4. Two adaptive prcllcedures 
Consider the algorithm ( 1.2). It is well known that if {y,,) is a sequence of 
independent variables a good choice of the sequence {a,,} is a, IT --f’(O), since we 
will then get minimal variance in the limiting normal law. But f”(0) is often an 
unknown parameter and hence it is appealing to construct sequences, which estimate 
/‘IO) recursively from the observations (cf. Venter [ 131 and Chapter 7.5 of Nevel’son 
and Has’minskii [‘i]). 
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In this section we are going to discuss two such sequences {a,}. The first one, 
Algorithm I, is more involved and estimates -f’(O) by forming a sum of suitable 
differences between values of the function #. The second one, Algorithm II, assumes 
that $’ is smooth and estimates -f’(O) straightforwardly by an average of values 
of the function 4’. To describe the algorithms we will use the following notation: 
We now turn to the explicit formulation of Algorithms I and II. 
Algorithm I. Let 6, = neh for some constant 6, 0 <b < $, and 
a, = ktl lw9 where 
(4.1) 
& =(1-n-*)&-,+11 -‘b;‘;[Jl(yn -x,-I+&)-$(y,, --x,1 -1 -b,)]. 
Algorithm II 
a, = l3,1,, whereh,=(l--n-’ )h,-* +n-$‘(y,l --xn 1). (4.2 j 
(The starting values go and ho are unimportant since they will be multipled by zero 
when gl and h I are calculated.) 




respectively. Provided sI1 + 8 a.s. we expect that g, and h,, + --f’(O) (= y ) a.: as 
TV -+ CX) and if p < y then also an + y a.s. 
We will first consider Algorithm 1 in some detail and then Algorithm II will be 
discussed shortly at the end of this section. The changes needed to treat Algorithm 
II will be briefly indicated. Some more regularity assumptions will now be used: 
B 1. f’ is continuous in a neigh!?ourhood of x = 0 and f’(0) = -y. 
B2. ~5’ is bounded and Lipschitz-continuous. 
B3. F j2” 2 
m(j) <: 00, where m ( l ) is the same sequence as in A9. 
i-1 
Note that B3 implies AS)(b). Below we will use A9(a), k), (d) n,ld B3 in the 
same theorem, As in Section 3 there is a need for a less involved condition. Now 
if ~YZ (j) = [j’ “/ln j] for large values of j then A9(a) and B3 are satisfied and A9(c) 
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and (d) hold if, for some constant p ~0, P(k j = O(k-“) and S <p/(1 +2p j. Hence 
A9(a), (c), (d) and B3 can be replaced by the following less complicated but more 
restrictive B4: 
B4. ~(k)=O(k-P)andS<~/(1+2~jforsomeconstant~>0. 
Aigorithm I. The analysis of the sequences {a,} and {g,.,,} will be performed for the 
case 8 = 0 (cf. (2.1)). Hence we define new sequences: 
Pn = II * i 6;‘;(#(ek -Xk-1+bk)-~(Ek-Xk--l-bk)) (4.5) 
k -=I 
and 
vt, = It ’ i b1 ;(f(& -1 -b&)+X& -1 +b&)). (4.6) 
k -1 
In Lemma 4.1 it is proved that p,* - Z.J~ + 0 as. as n -j ~1, while Theorem 4.1, gives 
the convergence results xn --* 8 a.s. and a, + max(p, y) a.s. as n --) 00. The stronger 
result ,I fi (x,, - 8 ) + o a.s. as n -+ 00 is proved in Theorem 4.2. 
Lemma 4.1. If Al, A2, A4, AS and A9” for S = b (or, less restrictively, A9 for 
8 = h) hold then 
pn - v,, -+ 0 almost surely as rz -j 30. 
Proof. By definition 
k -1 
= I,I -Jr,, say. 
By symmetry it is enough to prove that I,2 -,O a.~. as II --+Q NOW 
r,, = ?I ’ 2 ,f&k';+ZJ:+T;:). (4.7) 
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It follows from (4.7) and Kronecker’s lemma that it is sufficient o prove that 
f P(V; + Z I( + T i ) converges almost surely. (4.13) 
k=l 
This is almost done in Section 3 since, ignoring bk, Vi, 2: and TL are the same 
as vk, & and Tk defined in (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4). In fact Lemmas 3.2, 3.5 and 3.6 
(with aj = 1 and S = 6) hold for Zi, Vl and Tk as is easily checked. Thus the result 
follows. q 
Theorem 4.1. Let {x,) be generated by the algorithms (1.2) and (4.1 j. If AL-AS 
and A9” for 6 = b (or, less restrictively, A9 for S = b) hold then 
(a) x,, + e almost surely as n -+ 00, 
and if in addition I31 holds then 
W a, + max(p, y j almost surely as n + 00. 
Proof. (a) We will show that the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied. It 1s 
obvious that A9 for 8 = 6 implies A9 for S = 0. Hence it is sufficient to check that 
A6, A7 for S = 0, and A8 hold. Condition A6 is trivially satisfied if the sequence 
{a,,} is generated by (4.1). Further, by easy calculations, it is possible to see that 
I 
-1 -- 1 
-aj m(j) I <Cl ” ‘m(j) and thus A9(b) for 6 = b implies A7 for (5 = 0. From 
;irnrna 4.1 it follows that [p,JJj& + 1 a.s. and since 
for all values of n we have 
This proves that also A8 is satislied. 
(b) According to Lemma 4.1 we only have to prove that v,, + y as. since then 
[ p,JP + max(p, y ) and also n,, + max(p, y ). Using B 1 we get, since xk -j 0 a.& 
Remark. Note that the more ‘dependent’ the observations are the smaller is the 
value of h which has to be used in :4.1). 
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Theorem 4.2. Let {x,} be generated by the algorithms (1.2) and (4.1). Assume that 
yap and b ~6. If Al-A& Bl and B4 (or, less restrictively, A9(a), (c), (d) and 
B3) hold then 
n’ (x,, - (9) + 0 almost surely as n -9 00. 
Proof. According to Bl f(x) = -yx +0(x). Hence using (2.1) we get 
xn =x, ,+n -1 a,Y[W,, --x~ _+f(x, .-l)]+n%zi’f(x,--A 
=x,, ,[I -n -‘a,’ (y +o(l))]+n-‘a,l’[~(e,, --XI1 &--fh-dl 
and 
t2 ‘x,, = n ‘xl1 I [ 1 - n -1 a,l(y+O(l))]+rt’-la,l[~(F,-XX,, ~)-f(x, -111 
= (t2 - l)“~-,~ _ ,[l -n “‘a.‘(y +o(l))+n % +oW] 
+I? ‘il,,‘[l!lk,, - xrl 1) -f’hl - 1 )I. (4.9) 
From (4.9) and Lemma 1 of Venter [ 131 it follows that n&x,* + 0 if 
Ci) fi < yn P1 ’ for large values of n 
and 
(ii) i k” ’ d[titFk -Sk d--ftxk ,)]<oO a.s. 
k 1 
The inequality (1) follows immediately by Theorem 4.1, while (ii) is true if Lemmas 
3.2, 3.5 and 3.6 hold. These lemmas require that Al, A2, A4, AS, A6. A7 and 
A9 are satisfied. As noted above A6 is true and A7 is implied by B3 since, if b c S, 
Finally, if B3 is true then so is A9(b), and the theorem follows. 
Aigarithn II. In this case n,, = [jr,, III, where h,, = II ’ c; ._, $‘tyk -.t-:k 1). WC will 
assume that the function &’ is bounded and Lipschitz-continu.ous. Then f”( * I= 
-- Etti’kk - . ,) and it also follows that f” is bounded and Lipschitz-continuous. 
The analysis, which was performed for Algorithm 1 above, can be adjusted in a 
straightforward way. For completeness we state the theorems which correspond to 
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. The proofs follow close to the proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 
4.2 and only the main steps are given here. Define 
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It is possible to use the same method as in Lemma 3.1 and prove that 
Further, following the lines of Section 3, c:, j-’ Vy < 00, Czz, jee’,Z~ < oo and 
1; 1 i-‘T; < 00 a.s. and hence, by Kronecker’s lemma, 
-xk.-l)+f’(~k -1))-*0 as. asn -+a. (4.10) 
Condition A6 is trivially satisfied and Ifly1 - ai l,,lol G cj %I (j) so if A9(b) is 
true then so is A7. From (4.10) and the fact that f’ is bounded it follows that 
~;=,j-rU;l = 00 and thus A8 is satisfied (cf. the proof of Theorem 4.1). 
Theorem 4.3. Let ix,,} and (a,) be generated by the algorithms (1.2) and (4.2). (f 
Al-A3, AS, A9’ (or, less restrictively, A9 for 6 = 0) and B2 hold then 
xn + 0 almost surely as n + 00, 
and if in addition Bl holds then 
09 a,, + max(p, y) almost surely as n -+ W. 
Theorem 4.4. Let {x,,} and {a,,] be generated by the algorithms ( 1.2) and (4.2). ~r’f 
y >p and if Al-A3, A5, A9” ( or, less restrictively, A9), Bl and B2 hold then 
n ii (x,, - !9) + 0 almost surely as n -+ 00. 
5. Concluding remarks 
Ruppert [ 1 l] studied the algorithm 
where z,,, PI1 and e,, arc random vectors in IZK. He gives a representation theorem 
for the algorithm by which i: is possible to prove asymptotic results, e.g. Central 
Limit Theorems. 
Consider now algorithm t _. ) 1) with J,, = 1 for all values of H. With the notation 
of (5.1) and (2.1), let zn =x”, e,, - -($(F~ +l -x,*) -f(x,,)), p,, = 0 and 7 = 0. Assume 
that y > i, that Al--A5 and 81 hold and that A9 is satisfied for ~11 values of S < i. 
Then we have, by Theorem 3.1, that xn -+O and in addition by Lemmas 3.2, 3.5 
' and 3.6 CT:, j” 'en <m. Thus our results show that the regularity conditions of the 
representation theorem are satisfied and hence, for some q ‘0, 
r1 
l/2 
x,, = n -xk)-f(xk)]+O(n “) a.s. 
k =I 
(5.2) 
320 U. H&t / Convergence of a recursive algorithm 
This provides a useful starting point for further asymptotic analysis of the algorithm 
(1.2) for the case a, = 1. We conjecture that similar results will apply for the other 
algorithms in Sections 3 and 4. 
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